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Qasas Al Nabiyeen Volume 1
A clear and eloquent presentation of the essential spirit which inspires world religions.
This book was first published in the sixties, since when it has been reprinted several
times. In every edition, there has been an initial chapteroutlining the background to the
book, where in Shaikh Tantawi explained the reasons for his writing the book, and the
circumstances under which it was first published. In this, the tenth edition, we give a
more detailed summary than in earlier editions.Shaikh Tantawi grew up in Syria at the
beginning of this century. He always expresses great admiration and gratitude to his
father.Shaikh Mustafa Tantawi, who was a leading Faqih (jurist) in his country.
According to ShaikhTantawi, people in those days were either Shaikhs (scholars of
Islam) or Effendis (Arabs who had "received a secular education). The Shaikhs were
uninformed about the modem sciences of the Effendis, whereas the Effendis were
ignorant of religion. Fortunately for Shaikh Tantawi, he was among the few to receive
both types ofSome years ago Shaikh Tantawi wrote a book entitled: (Religious Reform),
wherein he discussed the need for religion - and referred to the mooted question of
whether man can live without religion. According to Shaikh Tantawi, such questions can
only be answered by counter-questions, such as whether it is possible for man to lead a
material life, casting off all his inner emotions of love, and admiration of nature and her
beauty.In this context the author also discussed the values of western philosophers and
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thinkers such as Kant, Newton, Pascal and Goethe. To disprove the statement made by
some of them that the universe was created by accident, the author gave the following
example. If we were to place five balls, four white and one red in a bag, the probability
of taking out the red ball the first time would be one in five. Similarly, if there were nine
white balls, the ratio would be one in ten. But if one were to place an unlimited number
of balls in the bag, the probability of picking out the red ball would be one to an
unlimited number. Therefore we cannot say that the red ball could be picked at the first
or even the hundredth attempt. So how could the planets that orbit on a set course
without colliding with one another have come into existence by accident? Therefore,
there must be a Divine Power behind them.In 1936 Shaikh Tantawi went to work as
asecondary school teacher in Iraq, and he was assigned to the teaching of Arabic
literature and religion. It was during this time that he felt the need for a simple and
comprehensive book on Islam. He decided to campaign for this idea, and wrote many
articles urging the Ulema to compile such a book. But no one responded.Many years
passed. Meanwhile, other scholars who, like theAuthor, were also well read in religious
and secular studies had decided to write books on Islam. While many of these were
excellent, a simple and comprehensive book on Islam had still not been published.In
1966 the author wrote an article called "AGeneral Introduction to Islam". It was
published in the journal of the Muslim World League at Mecca, and caught the attention
of a minister in the Saudi Arabian government, Mr. Muhammad Umar Tawfiq. He
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immediately advised the Muslim World League to commission the services of Shaikh
Tantawi to write this book.
"God created Adam in the image of the All-Merciful." (Muslim) The amount of worship
we offer as an expression of our devotion has its limitations. God may love our worship,
but this love ends when our worship ends. This is because worship consists of actions,
which are time bound. Yet character, on the other hand, is timeless. This Expansions
volume explores the direct link between character and God's all-encompassing quality
of mercy, shedding light on what it truly means to reach the image of the All-Merciful.
This second volume is a continuation of study from the first volume. It focuses on
several advanced and intermediate Arabic grammar important in a higher level of
Qur'inic study. This includes topics in Morphology, Irregular Verbs, and other topics
found in Intermediate Arabic Grammar study. Similar to the first volume, numerous
examples from the Qur'an have been given so that our focus is maintained. "Review
Questions" are included in the back of this book on the chapters that have been
detailed. The last three chapters are focused on more advanced discussions relative to
Qur'anic Arabic such as Eloquence (Balagha) and the Inimitability of the Qu'ran.
This work, entitled Etiquette of the Learner, is extracted from Q??? Ibn Jam??ah’s
major contribution to the literature of adab: Tadhkirat as-S?mi? wa’l-Mutakallim f? Adab
al-??lim wa’l-Muta?allim (A Memorandum to the Listener and the Speaker on the
Etiquette of the Scholar and the Learner). It provides a detailed guide for students of
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knowledge to the attitude and practice they should cultivate in order to bring their
endeavour in line with the instructions and example of the Qur’an and Sunnah.
Whether they are embarking upon the rigorous quest in pursuit of command of the
Islamic sciences, or simply seeking to enhance their understanding of the religion, this
work will impress upon readers the indispensable but oft-forgotten principle: etiquette
comes before seeking knowledge, thus enabling them to truly benefit from their studies.
This in-depth ethnography looks at the everyday lives of Muslim students in a girls’
madrasa in India. Highlighting the ambiguities between the students’ espousal of
madrasa norms and everyday practice, Borker illustrates how young Muslim girls
tactically invoke the virtues of safety, modesty, and piety learnt in the madrasa to
reconfigure normative social expectations around marriage, education, and
employment. Amongst the few ethnographies on girls’ madrasas in India, this volume
focuses on unfolding of young women’s lives as they journey from their home to
madrasa and beyond, and thereby problematizes the idealized and coherent notions of
piety presented by anthropological literature on female participation in Islamic piety
projects. The author uses ethnographic portraits to introduce us to an array of students,
many of whom find their aspirational horizon expanded as a result of the madrasa
experience. Such stories challenge the dominant media’s representations of madrasas
as outmoded religious institutions. Further, the author illustrates how the processes of
learning–unlearning and alternate visions of the future emerge as an unanticipated
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consequence of young women’s engagement with madrasa education.
"And most certainly, thou (O Muhammad) are of most sublime and exalted character." (The
Holy Qur’ân, 68:4) How the Topic Arose About ten years ago, a distant cousin of mine - Mr.
Mohamed Mehtar Farooki gave me a typed quotation by the French historian, Lamartine. The
quotation [A detailed exposition of the quotation will be found on page 38 ] purported to prove
that Muhammad (pbuh), the prophet of Islam, was the greatest man that ever lived. Mr. Mehtar
was in the habit of passing information on to me, believing that I might put the same to some
good use at the proper time and place. Before this he had presented me with "The Call of the
Minaret," an expensive book written by (Bishop Kenneth Cragg). By analysing this book I
discovered the masterful deceit of the Christian Orientalists.
The prophets were chosen by Allah to guide mankind to the Divine Path. They faced many
difficulties and suffered severe hardships in their efforts to call their straying people to obey
and worship Allah. This edition of Stories of the Prophets presents the lives of Allah's prophets
(peace and blessing be upon them). The stores were written by the renowned Islamic scholars
Maulana Sayyed Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi. He is one of the greatest living authorities on Islam
and his works are used as textbooks through the Arab and Muslim world. This translation from
a major Arabic work provides English speaking Muslims with the benefits of Maulana Sayyed
Abul Hasan's scholarship. The stories which have been drawn from the Holy Quran constantly
reflect the authors depth of knowledge. They are written in a lively style with subtleties
explained and descriptions vividly portrayed to provide the reader with a clear picture of each
Prophet's mission. Each story is a delight to read and should provide both adults and children
with a fresh insight into the life of the men Allah chose to guide their communities. The story of
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the last Prophet has not been included in this edition as it deserves a book to itself. To ensure
that young people receive all the guidance, knowledge and inspiration that Stories of the
Prophets offers, a workbook is included.
Shaykh Yasir Qadhi gives a detailed analysis of the life of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) from the original sources.Study the Biography of the single greatest human being that
ever walked the surface of this earth, whom Allah sent as a Mercy to Mankind.
The Mukhtasar Al-Quduri is one of the most celebrated and influential treatises in any Muslim
school of methodology and thought and is the foundation for the Hanafi school. It is both the
first source for scholars and a manual for the general reader.
Professor Abdur Rahim’s eight-volume texts enable the student to acquire a knowledge of
Arabic in the classical structural form. All of the books teach essential language skills through
applied grammar. Each lesson is based on a conversation which illustrates distinctive
language patterns. A variety of exercises helps the student to understand and master each of
the patterns occurring in the lesson. The vocabulary ranges from classical and Quranic Arabic
to words and expressions current in modern Arabic. This series of books is currently being
utilized at various schools to prepare students for the University of London (UK) GCE O-Level
and A-Level examinations.
Perhaps the best Quran English translation. It is clear, easy to read, and very faithful to the
Arabic original. It closely follows the Arabic text, and often reminds the reader of the Arabic
original. It uses today's English language, and today's English vocabulary, thus it is easy to
read and understand. The flow is smooth, the sentence structure is simple, the meaning is
clear. This Quran translation has no interpretations, no footnotes, and no explanations. It is a
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pure translation of the Quran, from Arabic to English, and it does not try to emphasize any
school of thought. The text purely and accurately translates the Holy Quran, from Arabic, into
contemporary English. It was translated by a Muslim, who saw firsthand the miracles inside the
Quran. His native language is Arabic; his everyday language is American English. For 15
years, he studied the Quran. For many years, he translated speech between his mother and
his wife. For a living, he develops quality software. This Quran translation is available in two
editions. This edition (A) uses the word "Allah" to refer to the Creator. Edition (B) uses the word
"God". Quran Sura 91. The Sun. ash-Shams. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
1. By the sun and its radiance. 2. And the moon as it follows it. 3. And the day as it reveals it.
4. And the night as it conceals it. 5. And the sky and He who built it. 6. And the earth and He
who spread it. 7. And the soul and He who proportioned it. 8. And inspired it with its
wickedness and its righteousness. 9. Successful is he who purifies it. 10. Failing is he who
corrupts it. 11. Thamood denied in its pride. 12. When it followed its most wicked. 13. The
messenger of Allah said to them, "This is the she-camel of Allah, so let her drink." 14. But they
called him a liar, and hamstrung her. So their Lord crushed them for their sin, and leveled it.
15. And He does not fear its sequel. The Quran is the last Book from the Creator. It contains
guidance, mercy, and healing. The Quran is a blessing, within reach.

A selection of beautiful and practical pieces of advice from the Quran, the
Prophet PBUH and Islam's great scholars on repentance, guidance and
purification. This book is designed to serve as a source of hope and strength for
those going through difficult times, while providing numerous important pieces of
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knowledge and guidance for all readers and all times
In Abraham: The Friend of God, Dr. Dirks provides Jewish, Christian and Muslim
readers with a unique and original presentation of the life of Abraham. In
constructing a chronological biography of Abraham, the author integrated and
synthesized information from a wide range of Judaeo-Christian and Islamic
traditions, including the Bible, the Pseudepigrapha (i.e., Jubilees and the Genesis
Apocryphon), the Qur'an, the authenticated sayings (Sahih Ahadith) of Prophet
Muhammad, and the classic books of ancient history authored by Josephus and
Al-Tabari. This integrated biographical sketch is embedded in a framework drawn
from the various historical and geographical contexts dealing with different
aspects of Abraham's life.
Book of Counsels
Arabic With Husna is a first of its kind, comprehensive Qur'anic Arabic curriculum
that leverages best teaching practices based on experience with thousands of
students, enhanced study materials designed to optimize student learning and
most importantly video resources in order to ensure a rich, engaging,
meticulously organized and result driven learning experience for children and
adults alike. This curriculum was put together by a team of educators in
collaboration with Ustadh Nouman Ali Khan at the Bayyinah Institute. Book 1 is a
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thorough study of the Ism (noun) in Arabic. At the end of the book, a student will
be able to describe in detail the meaning and properties of each Ism in the first
ten ayaat of Surah Kahf.
Named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most important innovators of the
century, Tariq Ramadan is a leading Muslim scholar, with a large following
especially among young European and American Muslims. Now, in his first book
written for a wide audience, he offers a marvelous biography of the Prophet
Muhammad, one that highlights the spiritual and ethical teachings of one of the
most influential figures in human history. In the Footsteps of the Prophet is a
fresh and perceptive look at Muhammad, capturing a life that was often eventful,
gripping, and highly charged. Ramadan provides both an intimate portrait of a
man who was shy, kind, but determined, as well as a dramatic chronicle of a
leader who launched a great religion and inspired a vast empire. More important,
Ramadan presents the main events of the Prophet's life in a way that highlights
his spiritual and ethical teachings. The book underscores the significance of the
Prophet's example for some of today's most controversial issues, such as the
treatment of the poor, the role of women, Islamic criminal punishments, war,
racism, and relations with other religions. Selecting those facts and stories from
which we can draw a profound and vivid spiritual picture, the author asks how
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can the Prophet's life remain -- or become again -- an example, a model, and an
inspiration? And how can Muslims move from formalism -- a fixation on ritual -toward a committed spiritual and social presence? In this thoughtful and
engaging biography, Ramadan offers Muslims a new understanding of
Muhammad's life and he introduces non-Muslims not just to the story of the
Prophet, but to the spiritual and ethical riches of Islam.
"An enlarged and improved version of "Arabisches Wèorterbuch fèur die
Schriftsprache der Gegenwart" by Hans Wehr and includes the contents of the
"Supplement zum Arabischen Wèorterbuch fèur die Schriftsprache der
Gegenwart" and a collection of new additional material (about 13.000 entries) by
the same author."
This easy-to-read, comprehensive guide contains what you need to know on how
to parent with confidence. Packed with advice and powerful tips, using the latest
research on child development and parenting techniques, it offers a mine of
information on how to let children flourish, take the frustration out of parenting
and develop happy family relations. Authors provide guidance on developing
character, knowledge, values, and skills, as well as a faith-based outlook in
children, benefitting parents with kids of all ages. ?e many strategies and
techniques offered include: teaching children how to problem-solve, make
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decisions, and develop self-esteem. Raising God conscious, moral, successful
children, with a sense of civic responsibility in today’s world is not easy. It is also
not impossible. Effective parenting is the key.
An Ocean Without Shore is a study of Ibn Arabi, known in Islam as al-Shaykh alAkbar, the Greatest Spiritual Master. In the introduction, Chodkiewicz provides a
good deal of documentation for the often heard claim that Ibn Arabi has been the
most influential thinker in Islam over the past seven hundred years. He shows
that this has been true, not only among the intellectual elite, but also among the
common believers. He explains why a few Muslims have considered Ibn al-Arabi
the greatest heretic of Islam, while for many others he is Islam's greatest spiritual
teacher. In the main body of the book, Chodkiewicz demonstrates that Ibn Arabi's
writings are firmly grounded in the Koran. In doing this he also shows that Ibn
Arabi's Koranic roots run far deeper than has heretofore been imagined. He
explains that principles of Ibn Arabi's Koranic hermeneutics with unprecedented
clarity, and in bringing out the primary importance of the Shaykh's magnum opus,
The Futuhat Makkiyya, he solves a good number of riddles about the text that
have puzzled modern readers. Chodkiewicz's work shows how, for Ibn Arabi, the
iniatory voyage is a voyage in the divine word itself.
A brief manual designed to help Muslims learn how to live and practice their faith.
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Different from theoretical treatments of Islam, this book gives readers practical
and useful knowledge that can help them understand what it means to be
Muslim.
A COMMON MISUNDERSTANDING which deters people from practising Islam
is the idea that Islamic teachings are quite difficult to practise. Alongside this,
there are many opportunities a person comes across on a daily basis to amass
reward for the Hereafter, but which one misses due to lack of knowledge. Easy
Good Deeds is a valuable book which details many good deeds that every
person can easily practise without any major effort. The author has highlighted
actions over a wide spectrum of areas, ranging from worship to social conduct, all
of which entail minimal effort but reap abundant reward nonetheless. This
concise work will help readers appreciate the importance of many righteous
actions, realise how easy it is to perform them, and ultimately imbue them with
the spirit to practise Islam in its entirety.
Customer relationship management, or CRM, is certainly a hot topic in business
today. If you have a small or medium-sized business, chances are you’re
already aware of all it can do for you. But with so many options and so much to
think about, how do you get a CRM system in place with a minimum of hassle?
Well, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4 For Dummies is a great place to start! Written
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by veteran CRM experts Joel Scott and David Lee, this friendly guide will have
you understanding and using Microsoft’s CRM solution in a jiffy. Whether you’re
considering a CRM system for the first time or you’ve decided to switch from
another system to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, this book will make it easy to:
Maintain and manage all your customer information Personalize Microsoft CRM
to work for your business Set up CRM to support sales, marketing, and customer
service Use the Outlook client Manage territories and business units Create and
manage activities Generate quotes and invoices Implement and manage a
marketing campaign Work with contracts, and much more Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 4 For Dummies is packed with information on the latest version, It will help
you get a unified view of your customer information and interactions through
integrated sales, marketing, and customer service features. And that, as every
business owner knows, is important to improving your bottom line!
Contains Book, 4 audio CDs (3hrs 20min) & 1 CD mp3. Arabic is the official
language of 22 countries, about 300 million speakers in the world. Includes many
Arabic dialects, but there is a modern Arabic as an instrument unification of the
language. What is Arabic for médiaqui is presented in this method, common
language very close to Arabic classical or literal, called "unified modern Arabic".
As an anglophone, you learn to master without much effort reading and
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assimilating number of simple construction and sentences of life while learning to
writing, very gradually. Your skills gradually give you way to express yourself and
make yourself understood in an Arabic-speaking environment. The advice
accompanying lessons guide you step by step on the road to independence, and
after this study, you can understand the press and radio and express yourself in
all situations of daily life. The MP3 CD allows you to load all or part of the records
on your MP3 player and view texts simultaneously.
First translation by American woman. Refutes husbands can beat their wives.
This is the first book-length presentation of Muhammad Shahrur's ideas in English, explaining
his ideas on the need for a contemporary re-reading of the Qur'an, a reform of Islamic law and
the necessity of freedom of belief in Islam, and other vital issues of Islamic thought and
practice.
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